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Teaching for Artistic Behavior

Rethink your art program to one that is student driven 

Three sentence curriculum 

● What do artist do?
● The child is the artist?
● The art room is the child’s studio?

Every decision made by the TAB teacher makes comes from 
this three-sentence curriculum 



What TAB looks 
like in my room.

1. Students are given a theme to 
work with

2. Students sketch out three ideas 
in their sketch book (sketch for 
schools)

3. Students conference with me one 
on one to decide what they are 
making and what studio they are 
working in (Record in a binder)

4. Students start working
5. Students share artwork with class  



Picture TAB binder

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HJcRbz7xvqFDSyTCV7Y291RaGX51xj4a/preview






The art room is the child’s studio

The student are responsible for taking 
care of studios and supplies so that 
everyone in the school can enjoy the 
studio space

Consequences= Closure of studio 
/removal of supplies

The studio must be a safe space for the student 

You are responsible for organizing and arranging of the studios as well as 
restocking consumables



First year = pilot year - observe change 
and respond

My exact experience

Continuum of choice- Clay verses 
everything else

Modified choice for students who fail to 
meet the deadline. 

If you are switching to modified choice 
make sure to let the students know ahead 
of time.  



How to structure the class?

For elementary they respond to 

● Take care of people 
● Take care of “stuff”
● Behave like an artist 

Typical structure is 

★ Whole class demo/artist intro 
★ Studio time
★ Clean up 
★ Share or critique 



How to organize space?

Organize space into studios

Common Expanded

Drawing Clay

Painting Printmaking

Collage Jewelry

Sculpture

Weaving



The learning Environment 

The well designed center is a three-dimensional lesson plan. -(Crowe, 2002a)

Layout of studio centers depends on size and layout of classroom. 

Remember some students may prefer to work on the floor 

Menus

Smaller budgets can accommodate tab less supplies





My room….

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dLIN1OJ6cMWeh7eqXzu-i4tLJVYsiQJV/preview


But what about small spaces?

Studios could be put in 
bins and only brought out 
when in use 



Quality 

When will I get important work?

All work is important work

Remember it will look different,

THEME:Food

THEME: Heroes



THEME: Light
All three collages from the same 
class.



Assessment 

In my room you get three grades…

1. Artist Statement 5 sentences 
(Handout)

2. Rubric (Handout)
3. Share 1 minute minimum  

There is also a progress check grade

I let students decide how many points 
its worth



My advice

Start when you feel ready

Get to know your students as artists 

Remember It will not go according to plan 

Find other like minded people via social 
media to brainstorm with things go wrong

Change learn and grow


